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Chapter  1

2008

 Charleston, South Carolina

 “Lima Echo just turned around. I say again, Lima Echo headed back toward
target.”
 It was the absolute worst call I could have received, because it meant the cop—
law enforcement, or Lima Echo—had seen something he didn’t like. Which was
probably related to our being in the process of breaking into a building on Broad
Street.
 Retro was in a vehicle providing outer security, precisely because he blended in
to the current environment. Actually, he blended in to just about any
environment. He was a plain-looking guy, not too tall, not too short. A gray man
that you tended to forget as soon as he’d passed you. The only thing that stood out
was his clothing. He’d quit buying civilian duds the minute he entered the Army,
and everything he wore looked like he was going to a flashback costume party.
Hence his callsign.
 “Retro, this is Pike. Was it a hard turn, or is he just doing a routine patrol? Did
we spike?”
 The dumbest thing we could do was panic simply because a random patrol car
had decided to turn around. Something I wanted to convey over the radio to the
man doing the B&E to keep him from executing an action that would elevate the
situation unnecessarily. Which was a trait I was beginning to worry about in my
second-in-command.
 “Pike, Retro. I can’t tell. He definitely picked an odd road to do the U-turn on,
but it is four blocks away. Nothing on the radio, so he didn’t think enough about it
to call it in. All I can say is, he’s headed back.”
 Cop’s coming, and a timeline I can’t meet. This is bullshit.
 I had no idea if the policeman was real or if he was role-playing. I’d never
conducted a live exercise in an actual, real-world city, and the distinction had the
potential to be catastrophic. If this guy was paid by the City of Charleston, and not
read on to the exercise, I could possibly make the news in a big way as a member
of a new counterterrorist unit that operated outside the bounds of any legal chain
of command, answering only to the national command authority.
 The B&E was just an exercise, but its outcome held much, much more risk
than any other I had ever participated in. Certainly more than any exercise I had
been in charge of. Back then I’d always had the big Army to fall back on, so I felt



distinctly out of my element here. I couldn’t shoot my way out. Shit, I couldn’t
even threaten violence. I was supposed to be in and out without anyone knowing,
a mission that wasn’t playing to my strength of breaking things.
 “Kranz, Reaper, this is Pike. Break contact. Get out.”
 “Screw that. We don’t have the time. Don’t get your panties in a wad. I’ve been
here before. Nothing to worry about.”
 I recognized Kranz’s voice. My know-it-all second-in-command. A guy from the
CIA’s National Clandestine Service that had apparently seen more Jason Bourne–
type action than Matt Damon himself—something he loved to share at every
opportunity. I had my doubts, since he had a little bit of a gut and smoked
cigarettes like a chimney. I couldn’t see him running more than a block before
putting his hands on his knees, no matter what skills he professed to have.
 “Jesse, give me a status.”
 “Car’s still creeping, but no flashing lights or anything.”
 Jesse had also come over from the NCS, but unlike Kranz he showed some
serious talent. He was the youngest on the team and looked like a college student,
but he was a smart problem solver who was ice under pressure. I was pretty sure
Kranz embarrassed him.
 The rest of the team was pure commando. Retro and Bull were Special Forces,
and both had worked with me in my last unit. We’d all been recruited together as
a package. Reaper was a SEAL, and appeared to be okay.
 Kranz was the issue. He seemed to have little-dick syndrome, and he was
always trying to prove he was as big of a badass as the military guys.
 “Kranz, get your ass out of the building. You still have time.”
 I heard nothing for a moment, and then Reaper came on. His voice sounded
clinical, but I could read the underlying anger. “Pike, we’ve penetrated the office,
but we left evidence.”
 That jackass broke a door or a window.
 Then the situation got worse.
 “Pike, Pike, lights are on. Lima Echo is coming hard.”
 I started moving immediately, trying to get a read on the approaching vehicle.
“Reaper, Kranz, you hit an alarm. Get out. Get out.”
 Kranz said, “Five seconds. Might as well get what we came for.”
 The police car swung into an empty parking space right out front, hitting the
building with its spotlight and causing patrons from the local bars to become a
gaggle of onlookers. I saw the officer in the driver’s seat shouting into a radio,
scared.
 Not a role-player. We’re in deep shit.
 The mission just went from exercise to real world because there was no way I
could allow the police to compromise our fledgling little unit. After 9/11 my boss,
Kurt Hale, had realized the limitations inherent in our own government’s fight
against radical Islam and set out hell-bent on making drastic changes. With the
new administration he’d finally succeeded. We’d only been up and running for four
months, and it was looking like we were going to end up on CNN as a bunch of
clowns. Which would more than likely cause the resignation of the president of the
United States.



 I slipped into the shadows, heading away from the target building. “Retro, what
do you have on the scanner?”
 “He’s talking. Calling in backup. He’s been told to hold fast until it arrives.”
 So I had maybe a minute to solve the problem.
 “Kranz, Reaper, status?”
 Reaper came back, running somewhere and panting, “Got the target package.
Headed to the roof. We’ll escape through the cemetery on the north side. Pickup
on Church Street.”
 “Roger that. You got about a minute to hit the ground before they lock this place
down. Jesse, you got exfil. Retro, what do you have?”
 Before he even answered, I heard the sirens—then heard more bad news.
 “Pike, on the roof and there’s no fire escape. We can’t get down.”
 What the hell?
 “Reaper, climb the damn building. It’s granite stone with ledges at each floor.
Nothing to it.”
 “Uhh… Roger. I can do it, but Kranz can’t.”
 That damn liar.
 Kranz had been placed as my second-in-command by Kurt—a little bit of forced
love between the military guys and the CIA. I understood the reasoning; the
Taskforce was supposed to be a blending of elements that was legally stove-piped
by United States code. But somebody should have done some fact checking before
Kranz was allowed to go operational. I had no idea how the CIA had picked the
men to participate. Clearly Kurt trusted them to use some selection process, but
he had been relying on his own experiences. Each of the military members had
been handpicked from special mission units in the Department of Defense. In
effect, we were already the cream of the crop. Though it was looking like that
wasn’t the case on the CIA side.
 Two patrol cars, sirens blaring and lights flashing passed me in my little hide
site on Meeting Street and kept going.
 My mind switched into high gear, leaving the quandary of the exercise behind,
moving seamlessly into combat mode. Something I knew a little about. Something
that was distinctly in my element.
 Solve the problem.
 “Reaper, find an anchor point for a rope. Jesse, meet me at the north cemetery
gate on Meeting and Broad. Bring the exfil vehicle with the kit. Retro, you there?”
 “Roger.”
 “Hey, bud, hate to do this to you, but we’ve got two ways to go here. Either we
get Reaper and Kranz out quickly, or we slow down the response. And getting
them out quick doesn’t look like an option.”
 I heard nothing for a second, then, “Uhh… yeah. I don’t like the sound of that.
How am I going to slow down the response?”
 I poked a feeble beam from a penlight at the map affixed to my forearm and
said, “See the art gallery two buildings over from the target?”
 “Yeah.”
 “I need you to make them think they’re at the wrong target. Make them think
we’re after the art and used the real-estate building to penetrate.”
 “Roger… How?”



 “I need you to do a B&E. Right now.”

Chapter  2

 “Pike, I’ve got a view of the street,” Retro said. “There are people all over, staring
at the show. I can’t pick a lock on the front door in full view of everyone.”
 I saw Jesse with the exfil van round the corner and shot my penlight at his
windshield to get his attention. “Get to the back. There’s an alley between the
buildings. All I need you to do is trip an alarm.”
 I heard the skid of the police vehicles from a hundred meters away and knew I
had about a minute before they coordinated and began a search.
 “Retro, we’re out of time. I need that alarm right now.”
 I heard “already moving” and ran to Jesse and the van, ripping into a duffel bag
in the back and pulling out a Kernmantle climbing rope.
 “Jesse, stage on Church Street with the engine running. We’ll be coming out hot
as hell,” I told him.
 I had shouldered the rope and turned to go to the building when he said, “We
need to talk about this when we’re done.”
 I was surprised, since he was basically saying he’d had enough of the CIA
bullshit. I said, “We will. Trust me, we’re going to hot wash this entire thing. Now
get out of here. Keep the radio on. We get busted, and you’ll know it. If that
happens get Kurt on the horn and get him ready for the fallout.”
 I jogged through the shadows of the cemetery until I reached the wall adjacent
to the target. I was about to put myself in jeopardy, because I needed to start
climbing before Retro accomplished his mission. He didn’t, and we were all going
to jail together.
 “Reaper, I’m coming up. You got an anchor?”
 “Yeah. Inside the third floor window. It’s open now. You see it?”
 I flipped over the wall and landed softly on my feet in the alley. I could see the
old window cracked a smidgen, a small penlight flashing.
 “I got it. Retro, what’s your status?”
 “Working it now. They just confirmed entry with headquarters on the scanner.
From the radio calls, they’re searching the first floor slow and methodical.”
 I went to the corner and started to climb, using the rough-hewn granite blocks
as hand- and footholds. I’d reached the second floor when Retro called again.
 “They’ve found the busted door. They’re now focused on it and the stairwell
leading up.”
 “Jesus Christ! What the hell are you doing? Trip the damn alarm.”
 “I’m working it. The door has four different locks and is steel plate. You want me
to go out front and chuck a rock through the window?”
 “Get it done. Now.” I kept climbing. I began wondering whether we should try
subduing the cops in order to escape, knowing I was pushing a seriously bad idea.
 I reached the third floor and was pulled in by Reaper. Kranz said, “Got the
intel.”



 Like that would make up for the disaster we were in. The guy didn’t even realize
the stakes he had created, as if the cops themselves were part of the exercise.
 I said nothing to him, simply whispering to Reaper, “Where’s the anchor? I need
to put in a full loop so we can retrieve the rope once we’re on the ground.”
 He showed me an old cast-iron radiator, long dead but still installed, and I
looped the rope through it, feeding it out the window until both halves of the line
draped down the sixty feet to the ground, no knots involved. I was turning to get
Kranz out first when I saw a light flash from the stairwell.
 Shit. They’re coming up.
 I hissed, “Get your ass out of here. Slide down the rope.”
 Kranz said, “I don’t have any gloves.”
 Jesus. That means there are fingerprints all over the place.
 I grabbed his collar, jerked him to my face and said in a low whisper, “Get your
ass out of here. I don’t give a shit if you leave your palms on the rope. Get out, or
I’m going to fucking throw you out.”
 His eyes wide, he nodded and climbed through the window.
 “Reaper,” I whispered, “you think you can disarm that cop without injuring
him?”
 He glanced at the light and said, “Pike, I don’t know. I go for it and miss, I’ll
have to hurt him to keep him from shooting me.”
 He watched the beam, now bobbing brighter, and said, “Shit. I don’t know.”
 I slowly nodded, understanding that the decision was mine. I leaned out the
window and saw Kranz was close enough to let go and jump.
 “Get out the window. Get away. Jesse is stationed for pickup. If I’m not out, get
Kurt on the line. Let him know I’ve been arrested.”
 Reaper looked at the window, then at me and said, “I’ll do it. I can take him
down.”
 I smiled, taking a liking to my only squid. “Yeah, I’m sure you could. With the
help of some Army guys. Get out.”
 He started to say something else, and the light flashed into the room for the first
time, a small glimmer that meant the guy was now on our floor. I pointed to the
window and moved to the blind side of the door.
 Reaper disappeared from view, and I remembered the rope. If I were caught
now, they’d know I wasn’t alone. But I would need it for a hasty exit. Once I
disabled this guy—if I disabled this guy—I couldn’t afford a slow building climb. I
would need speed above all else.
 Man, this exercise is really sucking.
 From the hallway, the reflection of the flashlight bounced through the room
again, this time much brighter, and I pressed myself against the wall. I saw it
splash into the room proper and felt my pulse race, the adrenaline flowing through
me.
 I moved into a fighting crouch, waiting for him to breach the door, when the
alarm from the gallery pierced the night. The flashlight paused, the police officer’s
radio exploding in a cacophony of voices.
 And then it disappeared back down the stairwell.



Chapter  3

 Colonel Kurt Hale turned from the computer screen and shouted behind him,
“Mike, for the love of God, tell those guys to quit hammering!”
 “Sir, if you want the renovations done quickly, I can’t keep shutting them down
every time you need to talk on the phone.”
 Kurt squeezed his eyes shut and rubbed his temples. When he opened them
again, Mike saw the danger lurking behind his scowl and scurried out of the office,
yelling at the construction crew. When it was quiet again, Kurt said, “Okay, Pike,
continue.”
 “We got the bed-down location from the real-estate office and placed a beacon
on his car last night, but I’m not sure we can execute a hit in one cycle of
darkness.”
 “Didn’t you get the intel dump from the targeting cell? Didn’t they neck down
his probable activities?”
 Kurt saw Pike scowl over the VPN, then heard, “Can I speak freely here, sir?”
 “By all means.”
 Pike turned to look behind him, ensuring he was alone, then said, “This whole
exercise is a cluster-fuck.”
 Kurt felt like he’d been slapped.
 Pike continued. “I know you set it up, putting in the role-players and inventing
the scenario, but there’s too many fake things, which are leading to false
confidence. I mean, we go through our entire mission profile to figure out where
the target lives so we can develop a pattern of life, then intel hands us his future
location on a silver platter, making that whole mission worthless. It should take us
weeks or months to figure out his pattern of life, and we get it handed to us. It
isn’t realistic.”
 Kurt said, “Come on, Pike, I can’t run an exercise for two months.”
 “I know, I know, but there’s got to be a happy medium. I mean, the exfil plan is
dictating my operation. I’m told a boat exfil for the target at oh-two-hundred
tomorrow, but I don’t even know if I’ll have the target. It’s canned. Way too
canned. I need to make my men think. To solve problems. Not sit back and wait on
headquarters to feed us the answer.”
 “Whoa. Hold on,” Kurt said. “Have you ever been on an exercise that duplicated
combat? Ever? I can’t invent the variables that will happen in combat and still
maintain control over the exercise. You know that. Especially with this unit.
Compromise on an exercise is the same as compromise for real. We have nothing
to fall back on.”
 “That’s not what I meant. This one actually did duplicate combat exactly for the
reasons you just stated. The stakes became very, very high. It’s just that you never
used to hand us answers. Back in the unit you trusted us to solve the problem,
and enjoyed making the problem hard. It’s like you threw these teams together
and don’t trust them.”
 Kurt was considering what to say when Pike’s next words gave him pause.
 “And I’m with you. I’m not sure I trust the team you gave me either.”



 “What do you mean?”
 Pike relayed last night’s activities, ending with, “You forced me to take this
double-oh superspy as a two IC, and he’s showing his ass.”
 “Pike, we’re not in the unit anymore,” Kurt countered. “We have a much, much
harder mission and we’re going to need to leverage the expertise. It’s not all door-
kicking, and the CIA guys know that arena better than us.”
 “Bullshit! He might know the tactics, but his judgment is shit. Send me, Retro,
and Bull to the damn training courses. This isn’t rocket science.”
 “I don’t have time to do that. I’m under some pressure to get operational.
Bottom line: I expect you to lead. Get him to do what you want. It’s no different
than the leadership challenges you had in the Ranger regiment.”
 “Jesus, sir! That was a long time ago with way less sensitive missions than what
you’re asking me to do now.”
 Kurt bristled at the exchange, letting a little of the pressure he was experiencing
seep out. “End of discussion, damn it. I’ve got a target and I’m briefing the
Oversight Council in an hour. I’m trying to get Alpha authority to send you
overseas. You want me to pick the other team?”
 The Taskforce called each phase of the operation a different letter of the Greek
alphabet, with alpha being the initial introduction of forces. Which, to this point,
had never happened. The pixilation of the screen did nothing to hide Pike’s
surprise.
 “A live target? No exercise?”
 “Yes. In Yemen. An easy one. A confidence target. No kill/capture on the
terrorist.”
 “What’s his status?”
 “He’s a passport guy. Someone that knows the identities for operational
terrorists. We don’t want to take him out and spike that he’s blown. We just want
his computer.”
 “And you think we’re ready to do that? Operational cover’s ready?”
 “You tell me.”
 Pike paused, and Kurt could see he was torn. Soldiers like him were few and far
between. Ones that would always run to the sound of the guns, always want to be
on the X in the middle of the mission. But one who also had the intellect and
judgment to back off when necessary, to assess and explore both friendly and
enemy weaknesses—which is why he had been recruited in the first place. Kurt
knew Pike would make a call he believed in, just as he had with the exercise.
 “Sir, you remember when you had us all read about the formation of the OSS?
Saying there were parallels with today’s fight? Well, there are. The OSS grew too
fast and tried to do too much initially. They made a lot of mistakes, but nobody
was looking because it was World War Two. We don’t have that luxury.”
 “So you’re saying let this guy go?”
 “No. I’m saying we need to learn from OSS’s mistakes. From our mistakes. The
success or failure of this organization won’t be with the widgets or the cover. It will
be with the men. Sooner or later we’re going to be called upon to snatch a guy in a
sovereign country without a trace, and we can’t do that with teams made up of
someone else’s idea of what right looks like.”
 “Meaning?”



 “I’ll go get this guy’s computer. I’m pretty sure we can do that. But when this is
done, we need to establish some assessment and selection criteria. Something
created by us for us.”
 Inwardly, Kurt breathed a sigh of relief and realized he had been trying to do too
much on his own. He hadn’t trusted his men, precisely because of the reasons
Pike had stated. Outside of the ones he had personally recruited, like Pike, he had
no idea of their capabilities.
 But he did know the capabilities of some. And it was time to leverage that.

Chapter  4

 Inside the parking garage under his office, Kurt waited in his car on his deputy
commander, absently watching some workers cementing a brass placard next to a
door.
 Blaisdell Consulting. A simple bit of camouflage that hid what really went on
upstairs. Just like the Office of Strategic Services’s building on E. Street in World
War II.
 Pike had been right about the OSS. While they eventually had become very
effective, initially they made a tremendous amount of mistakes, most centered on
bad ideas propagated by people who didn’t have the skills for the arena they were
entering. People who had been selected solely because of friendships or prior
working relationships. The one area that had proven successful was Operation
Jedburgh, in which Special Forces had parachuted behind enemy lines into
France, Belgium, and Holland. Those teams had gone through a rigorous selection
process prior to becoming operational, a fact that hammered home what Pike had
said.
 He saw George Wolffe through the glass of the door and pulled the car around.
Soon they were crossing the Roosevelt Bridge, leaving Clarendon behind and
entering Washington, D.C., with George engaging in small talk.
 Getting bogged down in traffic, Kurt stopped the chitchat with a pointed
question. “How were the CIA guys picked for Project Prometheus? Who made those
decisions?”
 Although he had come over from the CIA’s National Clandestine Service, George
Wolffe had been handpicked by Kurt and was a close friend as well as second-in-
command of the entire project. The question caught him off guard.
 “Why? Is there a manning issue?”
 “I don’t know. Might be. Could also just be a little bit of wolf-pack infighting for
alpha male.”
 “Well, unlike you, I didn’t get to handpick from the NCS. I nominated and then
was told who was coming over. I could have vetoed, but that would have just left
an open spot. The power brokers who are read on to this project aren’t exactly one
hundred percent supportive. They think we’re stomping on their turf.”
 “So how do you know if the guy’s worth a shit? What’s the cut line? No offense,
but my guys have all been through multiple assessment and selection courses to



get to where they were before I asked them to join. How does the CIA do that? Is it
just the course at the Farm?”
 “No. It’s more of a performance check after that. Seeing how they act under
pressure in situations that I felt we would encounter. There aren’t any tea-and-
crumpet guys on the list. All were picked from hardship tours. Who’s this about?”
 “Kranz. Pike thinks he has some judgment issues. What do you think?”
 George said nothing for a moment, choosing his words. “He’s one of the guys
that was forced on me as a replacement for my choice, who was ‘unavailable.’ He’s
done some seriously dangerous work in his career, but I don’t really know him.
After checking, the word I got back was that he was a little bit of a blowhard, but
competent.”
 Kurt pulled up to the West Wing security gate of the White House and said,
“Competent may not be enough for what we’re asking him to do.”

*     *     *     *     *

 Kurt fidgeted at the head of the table, waiting on President Payton Warren
before starting his briefing. He went over in his mind what he was going to say at
this meeting, the first Oversight Council conference where he would ask
permission to launch a team.
 Already seated when he arrived, the secretary of defense and the secretary of
state had tried to get an inside look, but Kurt had begged off. The director of
central intelligence had simply said hello to George, then remained silent.
 Five minutes past the appointed time, President Warren entered the White
House situation room, followed by his national security advisor, Alexander Palmer.
 The president nodded at Kurt, then sat at the head of the large conference table.
“Looks like we’ve got everyone here. Let’s go. I’m on a bit of a timeline.”
 Kurt started with a status review, delineating progress on the various cover
businesses being established for operations, the construction timeline for the
Blaisdell front office in Clarendon, and an update on the two concurrent exercises
being conducted, one in Charleston, South Carolina, and one in Kansas City,
Missouri. He left out any mention of Pike’s close call with the police, simply stating
that the exercise was progressing.
 Alexander Palmer asked, “So we’re on track to go operational in two months?”
 “Yesterday I would have said yes, but something came up this morning. I think
we can go operational right now.”
 Before anyone could ask a question, he flipped to the next slide, showing an
acerbic Arab male; he was young, perhaps twenty-five or twenty-eight, with a full
mustache.
 “This is Muhammad bin Qasim, otherwise known as Abu Khalid. He’s a digital
graphics designer and uses those skills as a passport forger for al-Qaeda. He’s
currently located in Aden, Yemen, and I think we should go after him.”
 “Okay, how does that change anything on our side?” the DCI asked. “We’ve got a
ton of names on the list. None of them makes us prematurely operational.”
 “A couple of things,” Kurt said. “One, we don’t want to take him out. Just get
the data off his computer. Thus, we don’t need to worry about the whole
exfiltration problem of leaving a sovereign country with a terrorist in tow, which we
currently don’t have the capability to do.



 “Two, he works for a water desalinization plant. This plant has just asked for
bids on surveillance system upgrades due to the unrest over there. The closest
business cover we have to completion is Advanced Surveillance Solutions. We can
use that to bid and win the contract. We can get over there and flesh out future
operational actions with little risk.”
 President Warren said, “So you’re asking for our first Alpha? Are you sure we’re
ready? We blow this, and we blow more than just the mission.”
 Kurt knew what he was really saying. If the mission was compromised, ripping
the lid off an intelligence operation that existed off the books—and outside the
legal scrutiny of congress—the president’s brand-new administration would be
destroyed, with the men in this room more than likely going to jail. But he also
knew that the president had understood those risks when agreeing to Project
Prometheus in the first place.
 “Sir, that’s exactly what I’m asking. Everyone here saw the Surefoot series of
capability demonstrations. They’ve got the skills to do it, and it’s a simple Alpha—
introduction of forces. No Omega operational authority. Let’s get a team in the
game. All they’ll be doing is building a pattern of life on Khalid. If it looks like we
can access his database, we’ll come back for Omega.”
 The secretary of defense asked, “Which team do you want to send?”
 “Pike’s team. He’s got a solid mixture of guys who can walk and talk the
surveillance business, from infrared cameras to digital recording. One guy, Retro,
is a little bit of a computer geek. He keeps up on all that stuff on his own. And
Pike’s also got Jesse, a trained Arabic linguist.”
 Palmer said, “So you have the infrastructure and requisite cover skills. Are you
sure they’re ready for this mission? Can they execute?”
 “They’re proving that right now in Charleston.”
 “They haven’t proven anything yet. Let’s see what happens in the next twenty-
four hours before I give you my vote.”

Chapter  5

 I’d been sitting in my vehicle for about three hours, starting to get a little antsy
because of the location, when I finally got the call from Retro that the beacon was
on the move.
 The real estate office had provided a link to the target’s bed-down site, which
happened to be in North Charleston in an area that was most decidedly not the
nice part of town. While I was sure that I wouldn’t blow the target by my location, I
wasn’t so sure that the neighbors around here wouldn’t do it for me. No doubt
they thought I was a cop and had been spreading the word around about my
presence.
 Something to remember. The threat isn’t only the target.
 At least this part of the exercise was proving beneficial. Trying to penetrate this
area was like trying to penetrate Fallujah. Getting the beacon on the target’s



vehicle had been fairly challenging, given that we didn’t blend in at all and the
vehicle itself had been located on the street in front of a dilapidated town house.
 I’d sidelined Kranz because of his shenanigans the night before, ignoring his
pleas that the beacon was CIA kit and therefore somehow his mission. I’d sent in
Retro and my squid instead—Retro because he was a little bit of a techno-geek,
and Reaper because I was feeling him out. Testing his left and right limits.
 So far Reaper had proven pretty damn solid. But we still had the night to get
through yet.
 I looked at my watch, seeing it was close to midnight. With an exfil boat at two
in the morning, we were pushing things. We had the intel indicator saying he was
“potentially meeting with an unknown” and a location, but we didn’t have a time.
 Retro finished his initial report, telling me that the beacon appeared to be
heading toward Interstate 26, to downtown.
 I kicked over the engine, wondering how many people flipped open their cell
phones at the same time, and headed in the direction of the beacon track.
 I had three vehicles operating as singletons, which made mounted surveillance
pretty tough, but I wanted the spread in case we lost the beacon, so I only had one
vehicle with two men.
 I’d given the job of surveillance chief to Kranz—one, because I wanted to give
him a chance to prove himself, and two, because he had a hell of a lot more
experience at this than I did. I was just another pair of eyes on this mission.
 I entered the freeway headed south, trying to catch up to the target, currently
being tracked by Retro and Bull from the two-up vehicle.
 I had little idea where the other vehicles were located, but that knowledge was
unnecessary. If they were in the hunt, they knew what to do—which was to stay
the hell out of the way until Retro called for a change-out of the eye. That wasn’t
going to happen anytime soon, because he was hanging back, using our
technology to keep tabs.
 At least that’s what I thought until his next call.
 “Kranz, lost the eye. Beacon track is wigging out.”
 Kranz said, “Last location still I-26?”
 “Yeah. But we’re passing exits left and right.”
 I should have kept my mouth shut, let Kranz run the surveillance, but I couldn’t
help myself. “Retro, this is Pike. What’s up with the beacon?”
 “Pike, that thing is a piece of shit. I swear, for being so top secret, it amazes me
how old-school our capabilities are. FedEx has better tracking on a day-to-day
basis. The beacon we’re using has some sort of proprietary software package that
only gives a trace and a grid. It doesn’t even place it on a map.”
 “I didn’t ask for a review. I asked what was wrong.”
 “I’m telling you what’s wrong. It’s something developed by the intelligence
community for the intelligence community. Its technology is four years old, which
means it’s prehistoric. We need to start leveraging commercial infrastructure
instead of this stand-alone, make-a-fortune-with-a-contract bullshit. Bottom line
is the beacon works on satellite feeds, and the target broke the view of the sky.”
 I thought about what I knew of Charleston, and it clicked. “He’s already off the
freeway. Into the spaghetti section where I-26 goes into downtown. He’s
underneath a bridge somewhere. Check the map. Where would that be?”



 Bull came on. “Meeting Street. He got off at that exit. Everything else is up high.
Meeting goes underneath.”
 “Retro, how long does that thing take to lock back on?” I asked.
 “About five minutes. Once signal is broken, it goes through a ridiculous self-
test. He’s in the open now, but we won’t get signal.”
 Kranz replied, “Understood, but let’s not assume the beacon failed because of a
sky-view. Reaper, keep going straight into the crosstown. Bull and Pike, get off at
Meeting Street. Bull, go south on Meeting; Pike cut left to East Bay and troll south,
paralleling Meeting. Jesse, take King Street to the west and go south as well. I’ll
back up Reaper on the crosstown.”
 I was surprised by the call. Actually impressed. Maybe he does have some skills
on this shit.
 I said, “Roger,” and exited the freeway.
 Heading toward downtown, I began to review the hit we’d planned. The meeting
itself was supposed to occur at the old city jail, a historical landmark that was
now home to some sort of architecture school. We’d conducted a reconnaissance
earlier and figured we could get out clean because the area was smack-dab in the
middle of a government welfare housing area, with little to no foot traffic. There
were no other commercial establishments in the area, and the building was just as
advertised: a jail from the eighteenth century, deserted and dilapidated, with
parking and easy access. No cameras or other surveillance systems, which worked
both for the target and for us.
 I continued down East Bay and found myself reflecting on how cool the city was.
I’d never been to Charleston before, but it had grown on me in the week I’d been
there. I was at that stage in my military career when you start thinking about
where you want to end up, and this place looked pretty good. Heather, my wife,
wanted to stay in North Carolina, but I was having none of that.
 Need to get her down here for a weekend. See what she thinks.
 My thoughts were broken by Retro.
 “East Bay it is. Got the beacon stopped close to Market Street. Corner of East
Bay and Pinckney. Looks like a parking lot near the carriage barns.”
 I immediately slowed and began scanning, wanting to get eyes on the target.
Kranz began calling in the box.
 “Pike and Reaper, get ready for an intrusion. See what’s around there, where he
could have gone. Bull, set up on Pinckney. Jesse, set up northbound on East Bay.
I’ll set up southbound.”
 I trolled south down East Bay and saw the vehicle inside some pay parking lot
adjacent to a doctor’s office. Next door was a dive bar called Big John’s. Nothing
else around.

Chapter  6



 I called it in and parked, waiting on Reaper. It was clearly a local’s-only place
and not a tourist trap. I knew anyone breaking the plane of that door would get a
stare, and I’d look strange as a singleton. Better to go in together.
 Reaper pulled around and parked, and I asked his opinion.
 “Well, he didn’t go to the doctor. He either walked toward Market Street or he
went in. My bet is in. There’s nothing else around here.”
 We moseyed up to the front door, past a couple who were smoking cigarettes
and going through the dating dance. The interior was dim, with a bar on one side
and a row of booths on the other. The ceiling was adorned with women’s bras and
other bric-a-brac. My kind of place.
 It was crowded but not unduly so. After the people at the bar turned away from
us, I took a seat. Reaper asked the bartender for the bathroom and used that
excuse to do a cursory search. When he returned, he said the target was in
another room in the rear, sitting by himself.
 “Can we get back there?”
 “Yeah. There are a couple of pool tables. One’s open.”
 I ordered two beers and got some quarters while Reaper updated the team.
 We were on our second rack, playing against a couple of college kids, when an
unknown sat down with the target. Which caused us no small amount of concern.
The intelligence indicated that he would meet someone at the old prison. The
unknown meant either he was conducting two meetings or our ambush location
was no good.
 Nothing we could do about it. Reaper went to the bathroom again for some
privacy to relay the information, letting Kranz sort out the implications. By the
time he came back, the meeting was over and the target was leaving the bar, while
the unknown stayed in place.
 I alerted Kranz, triggering the box, then kept playing. We’d stay there until the
game was done so as not to spook the unknown. I was no longer concentrating,
instead listening to the calls on my little Bluetooth earpiece as the surveillance
picked up the follow. Five shots later, the college boys sank the eight ball. Reaper
told them good game, and we racked our cues.
 One college kid said, “That’s twenty bucks each.”
 I said, “What are you talking about? We didn’t bet.”
 “This is the betting table. You play here, you bet.”
 For the first time, I sized them up. The one talking was fairly big, with a shit-
eating grin and a ball cap. The other was a little smaller but didn’t look soft. He
had a buzz cut that looked military.
 “I didn’t know that before we shot. Sorry. I’ll buy you a beer.”
 Ball Cap said, “Fuck that. Pay up.”
 Reaper came over, put his back to them, and said, “We should just pay. Don’t
give the unknown any reason to remember us. And we need to get back into the
hunt.”
 I thought about it, then said, “Just so you know, if this was real, I’d do it. But
it’s an exercise that’s going to be over in about two hours, so I could give a shit
what that unknown thinks. I’m not paying them a dime.”



 I knew I was forcing a bad position, what with the exercise going on, but this
sort of thing just set me off. Pushed my buttons in the worst way. Which was a
fault of mine that I needed to work on. Tomorrow.
 Truthfully, outside of the chance to bully the bully, I also wanted to see how
Reaper would react. Would he fight, or would he do the smart thing?
 I could tell they’d sized us up and didn’t think we’d be much trouble. Reaper
stood about five-ten, with longish black hair that made him look a little bit like a
sissy—but that was just my opinion. Well, mine and apparently these guys’. He
didn’t appear to have a lot of muscle, but I knew that was a ruse after the
combatives training I’d done with him. The only thing remotely threatening was
the size of his hands, which weren’t abnormally large, but were bigger than they
should have been.
 Reaper grinned and said, “Remember, this was your call.”
 He turned to Buzz Cut and said, “Sorry. I’ve conferred with my friend, and we’ve
decided that you’re full of shit.”
 Then he began walking to the front room, toward the exit. I smiled at Ball Cap
and followed. I heard them say something, then felt them right behind me.
 We made it halfway down the length of the bar before Ball Cap shouted, “Hey,
stop! You fucks owe us money.”
 I pulled abreast of Reaper to allow him to get into the fight and kept walking.
Ball Cap said, “You hearing me?” and then made the mistake of lunging forward
and grabbing Reaper’s shoulder.
 I’m sure they both expected a little more shouting, then maybe some chest
bumping, before it elevated into anything physical. What Ball Cap got instead was
a dose of controlled violence that he would never forget.
 Reaper clamped his hands over Ball Cap’s and whirled around, locking up the
kid’s elbow. He levered Ball Cap to his knees, holding his hand inverted, palm
facing the ceiling and wrist folded as far back as it would go without breaking,
then lashed out with his boot, catching him on the chin. The hat flew off, and the
man sagged to the floor.
 Buzz Cut jumped into the fray, knocking Reaper onto his stomach. He circled
his arm around Reaper’s neck and began punching the back of his head. I stood
by and did nothing, simply watching my squid’s technique.
 Reaper writhed like a snake, and in less than a second, he was behind the man.
He put Buzz Cut in a headlock and hammered his face into the nearest booth, full
of college girls who were screaming and trying to climb the wall to get away.
 Not bad. Not bad at all. He’ll do in a gunfight.
 Reaper let the guy fall and turned to me with an incredulous look on his face.
 “What the hell are you doing?”
 I gave an expression of innocence and said, “I’m not going to jail for assault.”
 He stood up muttering, then shoved me out of the way and stomped to the door.
 The bartender was dialing a phone, probably calling the police. I said, “Sorry.
Here’s some cash for your trouble.”
 I threw forty dollars on the bar, figuring the bartender deserved it more than the
two punks on the floor. He hung up the phone without saying a word.



 I turned to leave and found myself facing one of the college girls. A brunette
showing more cleavage than was necessary. She said, “Hey. I know those guys,
and they deserved it. I’m Skeeter.”
 You’ve got to be kidding me. Heather will never believe this.
 I said, “Nice to meet you. I’m gone.”
 Then I practically sprinted out of the bar.
 I reached the car, mentally preparing myself for some verbal abuse from Reaper.
Instead he was all business, the bar fight completely forgotten.
 “Target just entered the old prison. We’re late for the dance.”

Chapter  7

 I got the positions of the vehicles while en route and, now that we were at an
endgame, took over control of the team from Kranz, coordinating for the assault.
 The plan was pretty simple: Kranz, Jesse, and Reaper would provide early
warning down Magazine, Franklin, and Wilson Streets while Bull, Retro, and I
would collapse into the courtyard of the jail for the capture. Once complete, Jesse
would bring the van he was driving into the courtyard for a transfer; then we’d
move to the marina in convoy, with Kranz leading the way and providing blocking
for any trouble en route.
 The assault team composition wasn’t random. I had worked with Bull and Retro
for years; we’d been under fire in Iraq, Afghanistan, and other places. I knew their
capabilities. Reaper was turning out fine, but there was no way I was going to take
a couple of CIA guys on an assault without more training and rehearsals. They
might be perfect on surveillance and with other spy stuff, but when it came to
breaking heads, I’d stick with what I knew to work.
 The jail itself was a three-story stone structure in the shape of a castle on the
corner of Magazine and Franklin streets, the road actually curving around it.
Outside of a forbidding tower, it held a small courtyard surrounded by large brick
walls. To the east was a parking area. Intel stated the target would park there
before entering the gloom of the courtyard to accomplish whatever this meeting
was about.
 The only variable was the unknown coming to the meeting. We didn’t want to
take down two people and would prefer to hit the target while he was waiting
alone. Unfortunately, it wasn’t our call. The decision was in the hands of the target
and whatever plan he had created.
 Waiting to hit him after the meeting was a no-go, because we didn’t know who
would exit first or how long either of them would stay, which left us with no choice
but to take them both down during the meeting itself. That was okay, though. We
were prepared for that contingency.
 I slid into my slot behind Bull’s vehicle, killing the lights. “Status?”
 Bull came through the earpiece: “Kranz and Jesse are set. Nothing spiking at
this time. Target is sitting in his vehicle. Hasn’t exited yet.”
 “Reaper,” I said, “you set?”



 “Yeah. On Wilson. Nothing moving. You’re clear.”
 I pulled out my night-vision goggles and strained to see the target vehicle. There
were three in the small parking area.
 “Bull, which car?”
 “Farthest south. The one that’s a little crooked.”
 I focused on the vehicle he’d described and saw a dim shape inside. “Got it.”
 My watch read twelve thirty a.m. If he waited too much longer, we were going to
miss exfil. I toyed with the idea of taking him now, but I didn’t like that his car
could be seen from multiple angles. We were in a poor area, with government
housing all around, and I needed the cover of the compound walls to mask our
actions.
 At 1255 the target exited the vehicle and moved into the courtyard.
 “All elements,” I said, “target is hot. Give me a status.”
 I saw Bull and Retro working kit in the car in front of me and heard, “Franklin
clear,” then “Wilson clear.”
 Jesse came on and said, “Magazine not clear. I say again, Magazine not clear.
There’s a minibus coming. Give it fifteen seconds.”
 The bus passed my location and stopped in the parking area. Upward of twenty
people exited and gathered around a single person standing on a small stone
parapet, his back to the jail.
 What the hell?
 “Retro, you got your game ear with you?”
 “Yeah. Standby.”
 The game ear was nothing more than an off-the-shelf directional microphone
that could pick up noise from a distance. I waited about a minute and was about
to call him back when he reported.
 “You’re not going to believe this. It’s a ghost tour.”
 “A what?”
 “A ghost tour. There’s a guide describing all the evil shit that went on in the jail.
They’re here to tour the prison.”
 “At one in the morning?”
 “Yep. Apparently that’s when the ghosts come out. What do you want to do?”
 The group moved to the front of the jail and disappeared, most likely going
inside. I was now leaning toward taking the target down in the parking area when
he returned, which had become the more viable option since I had a group of
people possibly viewing the courtyard for poltergeists. The parking area was
outside the wall and thus outside their view. I was considering the pros and cons
when Reaper called.
 “Got a walker coming down Franklin. Moving with purpose.”
 The damn unknown.
 “Alright, here’s the plan—”
 Kranz cut in. “I’m on the walker. Reaper, close from behind. We’ll take him,
leaving the target free. Moving now.”
 What the hell?
 “Negative, I say again, negative. Keep the outer cordon. Do not assault the
walker. Let him go. We’ll handle it. All elements acknowledge.”
 Bull and Retro said, “Roger.”



 Reaper said, “Kranz is on the street, moving to the walker.”
 “Kranz, Kranz, acknowledge.”
 He said nothing. Reaper came on. “He’s closing on the walker.”
 That son of a bitch.
 “Get out and help him. Keep him from getting his ass kicked. Bull, get in the
courtyard. Spook the target. Act like a cop or whatever you want, but get him back
to his vehicle. Retro, you and me on the car.”
 Ordinarily the only time a target would see any of us was when we were behind
the barrel of a gun, but this had turned out to be anything but ordinary. I figured
Bull running him out was better than taking him down in front of a bunch of
ghost hunters.
 Bull exited, and I met Retro. He immediately began bitching.
 “What the hell is going on? Whose team is this, anyway? He pulls this shit
overseas, and we’re all going to jail.”
 I silenced him with a glare and said, “You take front bumper. Let him get to the
door. I’ll stand up—then you hit him with the taser. Any questions?”
 Retro could smell my rage and simply nodded.
 We waited on Bull to enter the courtyard, then melted into the shadows, me in
the rear and Retro in the front. I keyed my Bluetooth, saying, “Reaper, we’re set.
Status?”
 “Kranz is talking to the guy. No idea about what. I’m not sure it’s the unknown.
I’m still clean. What do you want me to do?”
 “Read it. Make a decision. If he makes a move on Kranz, take him down. If not,
you need to judge. If he’s the unknown, we need to take him now that Kranz has
engaged. We’re compromised. But if he’s not, then he’s a civilian and taking him
down will compromise us for real.”
 I heard nothing for a moment, then, “Roger.”
 Bull keyed his mike, and I heard a bunch of BS about not being here after dark,
and then I heard a different voice. A female voice.
 “What are you two doing? This is my area. My tour. You can’t be here. I have
permission from the owners.”
 You have got to be kidding me. What else can go wrong?
 Bull transitioned seamlessly, saying, “Yes, ma’am. I’m with the park service. I
was just asking this guy what he was doing here.”
 I heard the target say, “Nothing. Nothing at all. I’m leaving.”
 Then the woman asked, “Park service? This isn’t a park. It’s a privately owned
building. Let me see some I.D.”
 The microphone went mute, and I staged for assault. I caught a shadow exit the
courtyard, then saw the target fumbling for his keys. I called Jesse as I rose.
“Exfil, I say again, exfil. Get the van here now.”
 The target looked at me in fear, giving Retro his full back to fire upon. The taser
required both leads to connect, and it wasn’t that accurate, which is why I’d
wanted the target focused on me. If one contact missed, we’d be in a fighting,
screaming mess with Miss High-and-Mighty about fifty meters away.
 I heard the dull whine, and the target whipsawed onto the ground, massive
voltage going through him. I saw headlights splash behind me, then go dark. Jesse



pulled the van in, and we threw the man into the back. Retro went in after, flex-
tying and gagging the target.
 I said, “Head to the Marina. Don’t wait on Kranz or anyone else. Bull will be
right behind you. Any trouble, leave it to him.”
 He nodded and began backing up while I jogged to my car.
 “Bull, provide coverage for the van to the marina. Retro’s staying with the target.
Kranz, Reaper, what’s your status?”
 I got a “Roger” from Bull, but nothing from Reaper or Kranz. I rounded the
corner onto Franklin and saw them talking to the unknown.
 Enough of this bullshit.
 The only proof we would get that the unknown was a role-player in the exercise
was if he actually met our target at 0100 in the back of a deserted prison.
Stopping this guy outside left a glaring hole. If he was just a bad-luck walker and
they took him down, we would be in deep trouble. That type of thing would be
impossible to explain or cover up.
 I slammed on the brakes, threw the car into PARK, and strode over to them,
mentally throwing the entire exercise out the window to protect the Taskforce.
 Kranz saw me stalking toward him, and his mouth opened in surprise. He said,
“Hey, we’re just checking this guy out. Why he’s walking so late. You know.”
 I said, “Shut the fuck up.”
 I turned to the walker, a young black man with an attitude, and said, “Beat it.
Now.”
 He said, “Hey, bro, I got a right to be here. I was just telling them that. I done
nothing wrong. Show me your badge.”
 He’s not a role-player—he thinks we’re cops. About to go Rodney King on us.
 I leaned into his personal space and whispered, “You get moving right now, or
I’m going to send you to the fucking morgue. Bro.”
 His eyes widened, and he nodded, then backpedaled before turning and jogging
in the direction from which he’d come.
 Kranz said, “What the hell are you doing? We might have gotten information out
of him. He—”
 I grabbed Kranz’s shirt, lifted him off his feet and slammed him into the ground,
knocking the wind out of him. He lay gasping like a fish, and I leaned in until our
faces were inches apart. “You will get your ass to the marina. You will not do
anything but drive. You will park, and then you will sit until you are told to get on
the boat. You disobey anything I’ve just said, and I’m going to break two bones of
my choice. Understood?”
 He managed to nod. I let go and stood up, breathing heavily, still feeling the
rage.
 Looking down at our team’s twitching second-in-command without any trace of
irony, Reaper said, “This is the strangest exercise I have ever been on.”

Chapter  8



 “I want him gone. Period.”
 Kurt said, “Pike, it’s not that simple. There are equities here that aren’t solved
by firing someone. People who want to see this fail will assume we don’t know
what we’re doing.”
 “Don’t know what we’re doing? Jesus, keeping that guy will prove the point. He’s
a walking menace.”
 “He came highly recommended from the CIA. We can’t simply spit him back out.
They’ll turn off the pipe of people they respect because they’ll think we don’t know
how to utilize them.”
 “Sir, we need an overarching assessment and selection process. Something we
all agree on and nobody will argue is unfair. We don’t get that, and we can throw
all this away.” I said it while sweeping my hand around the room, then said, “Well,
I can’t wait to throw this away, but you know what I mean.”
 We were inside a rented warehouse near Falls Church, our makeshift team
room while the construction went on at the permanent Clarendon facility. The
warehouse was set back in the woods, with a gated entrance, and it was swept
daily for listening devices or other electronic monitoring. Other than the elaborate
security and surveillance systems in place, it didn’t have a whole lot of amenities.
A concrete floor, some metal wall lockers, and a one-hole toilet. But it would do.
 “So you’re saying he’s a total shit-bag? Does nothing right? Didn’t he do well on
the surveillance aspects?”
 I grudgingly said, “Yeah. He’s pretty switched on with all the spy stuff.”
 Kurt smiled. “And that’s our biggest weakness.”
 “But he always tries to go commando when it isn’t necessary. It’s like he wants
the spy stuff to go wrong so he can start doing something stupid. You’d think he
would be the last person to do that, but he’s always the first. The worst part is, he
won’t listen to me. I can’t trust him.”
 “You couldn’t trust him before. I think you got your point across in Charleston.
And you’re going to need his skills.”
 He paused, looked me in the eye, and said, “Because that’s the entire mission
profile for Yemen.”
 It took a second to sink in. “The mission is a go? Oversight Council gave
approval for Omega on the computer?”
 He held up his hands. “No, no. Just Alpha. Introduction of forces and
preparation of the battle space. Get an assessment of whether we can gain access
to his data; then we’ll go back for Omega authority. So you don’t have to worry
about Kranz going commando. It’ll just be the spy stuff.”
 I tried one last time. “Let me leave him here. I’ve got Jesse and he’s switched on.
He knows tradecraft skills inside and out, and he’s cool under pressure.”
 “No. Just keep Kranz under control and leverage his skills. It’s more important
than you think, beyond just the mission. We get this done and we’ll earn some
credibility. Afterward, if you still want to ditch him, I can thank him for a job well
done and send him off as a hero.”
 I knew it was a no-win situation. I’d either say we weren’t ready or take him
along, and there was no way I was going to say we weren’t ready and let the other
team take the first mission we’d ever done. Even so, I decided to leverage my
capitulation.



 “Okay, on one condition: You give me an OPFUND and let me buy some gear.”
 Kurt said, “Gear’s no issue. I can get you anything you want.”
 “No. I want to buy my own. The CIA is giving us old-school crap. They aren’t
opening up the double-oh-seven vault, because they don’t want to compromise
what they’ve got. The directorate of science and technology is giving us equipment
that looks like it came from an Austin Powers movie set. Retro thinks he can do
better by shopping on the Internet. Shit, we were using his personal kit in
Charleston. And off-the-shelf stuff won’t spike customs, since we’ll be flying in
commercial.”
 “I can get George Wolffe on it. He can break through the red tape at Langley.”
 “That might work but not for this mission. We don’t have the time. What we
really need to invest in is our own DS&T. Our own shop that does research and
development instead of relying on the support of others.”
 “How much do you want?”
 “Twenty thousand should do it.”
 “Twenty-thousand? What the hell are you going to buy?”
 “Come on, sir. You spent more than that on the infrastructure in your office. If I
don’t need all of it, I won’t use it.”
 He considered, then said, “I’ll give you a line of credit of ten thousand, but you
itemize what you want and run it by the logistics section first. If you need more,
you’ll get more, but no buying a bunch of gee-whiz gear just because you have the
money. Only get what you think you need.”
 I agreed, knowing that what I thought I would need was a pretty big door to walk
through. I could buy just about anything with that guidance.

*     *     *     *     *

 Five days later we were ready to go. We’d been through the predeployment
package of intelligence and cover development, and I was confident in the team.
Even Kranz, who had seemed to take my Charleston threat seriously.
 The intel itself seemed pretty solid, but I wanted a second opinion from someone
I trusted. I’d seen plenty of “solid” intelligence turn out to be nothing but a string
of coincidences. After the clinical slide show, I’d flagged Ethan Merriweather for
some inside skinny. Ethan was an intel weenie like the rest of that department,
but only because he’d broken his back on a parachute operation, which forced
him out of the infantry and into military intelligence. He was someone who had
hunted terrorists with a gun before being relegated to briefing others to do the
same. Someone who thought like me.
 “Ethan, what’s the story on this guy? How good is the intelligence?”
 “You saw the brief. That’s the best we’ve got. He’s bad, no doubt.”
 “No doubt?”
 He paused for a moment, considering his words. “Look, in my opinion, he isn’t a
global jihadist. He’s just making some money on the side, but he’s doing it for
global jihadists, and he knows that. He’s no innocent dupe. He’ll give us some
serious leads.”
 That had been good enough for me and was the final confirmation I needed to
feel comfortable about the mission. The team was clicking, and, thanks to Retro,
we were now equipped with the latest technology that he could find.



 He’d managed to run up a twelve-thousand-dollar bill on various widgets we
“might” need. We’d packed everything into innocuous boxes that would support
our cover of salesmen from Advanced Surveillance Solutions. The hardest part had
been the guns, but we’d had the CIA’s concealment shop build us some inert
cameras, which were now stuffed with six Glock 30 .45 caliber pistols. We’d done a
test run through an X-ray machine, and short of someone opening the box and
physically pulling the cameras apart, we were good to go.
 We were due to deploy the following morning, and I was running the operation
through my mind while I packed, thinking of the myriad things that could go
wrong and feeling the added pressure of being the vanguard for our fledgling little
unit.
 Whatever I did would set the tone for everything to follow. I had the chance to
establish standard operating procedures for the following ten years, as well as the
opportunity to ensure we’d only exist for the next ten days.
 I took one last look at the pictures of my wife and daughter, wondering what
they were doing right this moment, and a little tinge of melancholy hit me—the
usual feeling I had before deployment.
 My being gone was nothing new for my family. I had married Heather after I was
accepted into the special mission unit, so she was used to constant deployments.
But it still tore at me right before I left each time.
 These feelings had become old hat after close to a decade in combat. I didn’t
want to leave, but once I was gone, I quit thinking about my family, instead
focusing on the mission until I was allowed to make a phone call. Then I wanted to
get the hell out of whatever shithole I was in and go home. With this new
Taskforce, there would be no phone call. No contact whatsoever.
 I remember seeing Apocalypse Now as a teenager. There’s one scene where
Martin Sheen is talking to himself about the war and his life in America. He says,
“When I was there I wanted to be here. When I was here I wanted to be there.” I
had no idea what he was talking about then, but I now understood completely.
 Reaper startled me out of my thoughts, plopping down in front of his wall locker
next to me. I hastily shoved the pictures into a shoebox, hoping he wouldn’t
notice.
 He did.
 “Your wife?”
 “Yeah.” I went on the offensive before he could start in on my family. “You
married?”
 He started pulling out kit and said, “Nope. Was once, but it didn’t last, which is
too bad. She was an absolute hammer. Huge rack, tight ass, everything a man
could want, but she was a career woman. Her job took precedence over the
marriage.”
 A little bit taken aback at how he’d described his ex-wife, I said, “Yeah, I know
how that goes. Heather was a financial analyst and doing really well, but she had
to give that up because of my deployments. What did your wife do?”
 “She was into the performing arts.”
 I had a hard time seeing him with some artsy-fartsy woman, but you just never
knew. He did have the sissy haircut.



 “Wow,” I said, “that’s worse than a financial analyst. Not too much call for that
career path in the shithole towns surrounding military bases.”
 He shoved some boots into a bag and said, “That wasn’t it. She could have
found a job at any of the posts I was stationed at. I just didn’t want her to keep
working.”
 “Why not? I mean, if it made her happy?”
 “Well, I was nineteen, fresh out of BUD/S and full of piss and vinegar. The
marriage lasted about four months.”
 “Huh,” I said, at a momentary loss for words. “Would you change that now?
After serving as long as you have?”
 He zipped up his bag and stood, giving it thought. “No, I don’t think so. I didn’t
mind the dancing so much, but her not wearing clothes while she did it really ate
at me. I don’t think that would change no matter how long I served.”
 He walked away, leaving me with my jaw hanging open.

Chapter  9

 I kept an eye on the front door of the office while Retro used one of his widgets
to crack the password that was denying him access to the computer hard drive. If
the passport data was on it, this would be the easiest mission I had ever done. But
I didn’t think it would be, since we were inside Khalid’s office at the water
desalinization plant. The chances of him putting terrorist information on his work
computer were about nil.
 We’d been in Aden for a little over five days, and the mission itself had gone
swimmingly. As fate would have it, our point of contact with the plant was none
other than one Muhammad bin Qasim, aka Khalid, aka our target. While he
worked in engineering as a CAD/CAM designer, he had a solid grasp of English
and was given to us as a sort of guide-slash-interpreter.
 Khalid himself looked to be about twenty-eight and was an affable man, friendly
and engaging. He asked a ton of questions about the United States, as if he were
genuinely interested, and showed no sign of disliking our nationality. In fact, he’d
invited us to his house for dinner after we were done tonight, which would make
our development of his pattern of life incredibly easy.
 He didn’t appear to be some mastermind terrorist, but looks could be deceiving.
I had noticed that he’d closely followed our plans to upgrade the surveillance
systems. He probably thought it was perfect justice to be our POC, since he would
have inside knowledge of how the desalinization plant was protected should he or
his comrades be inclined to do anything to it. I’m sure he went home each night
smugly laughing at how he had tricked the Americans into revealing protected
secrets, not realizing that the joke was on him.
 When we’d first arrived at the plant I figured it would be about a week just to
track down Khalid’s location inside the task organization. My eyes almost popped
out of my head when he was introduced, thinking we’d just burned the entire



team. Luckily I’d left Kranz, Reaper, and Bull out of the first meeting, so he knew
only Retro, Jesse, and myself.
 While we were most definitely out of the mix for any follow-on surveillance, the
partnership had proved more of a plus than a minus, as it allowed us access to his
office and, after tonight’s work, access to his house for dinner.
 “How much longer?” I asked. “You promised a five-minute deal.”
 Retro said, “Yeah, well, I forgot that the password would be in Arabic. This thing
is designed to go through statistical results based on the English alphabet. None
of those are matching up. But no matter what language is used, it’s all ones and
zeroes in the end. It’ll crack. It’ll just take a little longer.”
 We’d convinced Khalid and the head of security that we needed to see the
structure at night to determine ambient lighting for the emplacement of the
cameras, as well as gaps that were currently not covered due to darkness
obscuring the video feed. Jesse was currently out with Khalid and security, taking
pictures of the potential camera locations, leaving Khalid’s computer open for us
to data mine.
 In truth, getting in there had been easier than getting approval for the
operational act from the Oversight Council. Those handwringers seemed to think I
was asking to assassinate the president of Yemen. Eventually, they’d relented.
 I saw Jesse and Khalid on one of our temporary “test” cameras, which were
actually security for tonight’s operation. They were entering a stairwell on the first
floor, which meant that they were headed back.
 “You got about five minutes.”
 Retro said nothing, simply watched the screen. I turned back to the camera,
seeing the group disappear from view. I heard “Yes!” and turned around.
 Retro was stroking the keyboard. “I got it. But everything’s in Arabic. I was
hoping for at least the file names to be English.”
 He disengaged his little brute-force cracking device and plugged in a cloning
gadget to the USB port.
 “What’s that mean for time?” I asked
 “Well, I can’t do the entire hard drive. I’m scanning for encrypted files. It should
also clone the system bios, capturing any passwords that have been saved.”
 He kept stroking the keyboard, grunting every once in a while. He said, “I got
about forty encrypted files. Transferring now.”
 I heard distant footsteps in the hallway and looked at a mirror I had positioned
in the crook of the door. I saw Jesse, which meant Khalid was on the way.
 “Shut it down. Khalid’s thirty seconds out. We’ll have to take what we have.”
 “Almost done.”
 The footsteps grew louder.
 “Shut it down. They’re outside the door.”
 “Hang on.”
 “Damn it, Retro.”
 I saw a shadow and blocked the doorway, smiling.
 “We’re almost done with the network assessment,” I told them. “How did the
stroll go?”
 Jesse picked up on the tension and said, “Fine. You want to come see the
biggest problem area?”



 “Yeah. As long as we’re here.”
 Khalid said, “No, no. My wife has prepared dinner. Another time.”
 He pushed past me into his office.

Chapter  10

 I felt the adrenaline spike, flooding through my veins, and waited to hear Khalid
ask what the hell Retro was doing. I glanced at Jesse and said, “Block the door.”
 I entered the office to find Retro packing his bags and Khalid shutting down his
computer. Nothing amiss at all.
 Retro glanced at me with a grin and said, “We going to follow you, Muhammad?
I’m looking forward to some home cooking.”

*     *     *     *     *

 An hour and a half later, we were all stuffed and going into food comas. Khalid’s
wife had been the epitome of hospitality, and, truthfully, Khalid himself was
growing on me. It probably wasn’t the correct thing to think given my line of work,
but I was glad this mission profile explicitly prevented us from harming him, as we
didn’t want to spike al-Qaeda about their compromise.
 His wife brought out tea, and I felt my phone vibrate. I risked a surreptitious
glance and saw a text that the GPS tracker was in place.
 Retro had purchased international smart phones for all of us and had
embedded an application that tracked each one. I’d given instructions to Kranz,
Reaper, and Bull to wait until we were stationary, then to drive to our location and
emplace a civilian tracker on Khalid’s vehicle. It wouldn’t transmit, but it would
record every bit of movement that Khalid made for three weeks, including changes
in elevation and temperature, and it was seamlessly integrated with Google Earth.
The only bad thing was we would need to recover it to get the data, but when we
did, we’d know everywhere he had gone. And would have our pattern of life with
little work.
 It was another Retro purchase, and it made me wonder what the hell the CIA
was keeping hidden from us. If this could be bought open source, they had to have
something that would do exponentially more.
 I relaxed after reading the text, feeling the anxiety that had been a slow burn for
the last two hours disappear. I saw Khalid answer his phone and turned my
attention to his wife, taking a small cup of tea from her.
 Khalid left the room, then returned in a few minutes with a sense of urgency
and his laptop.
 “Mr. Logan, I’m sorry, but something has come up at the plant. I have to return
to meet my boss.”
 “Something with security? Should I go?” I asked.
 “No, no, it’s just a mechanical error. I hope you enjoyed tonight.” He motioned
us toward the door.
 “I’m sorry to hear that, but I definitely enjoyed the meal. Thank you.”
 We headed to the driveway and I smelled something rotten.



 What does a CAD/CAM designer have to do with any mechanical issues?
 The city of Aden was on a spit of land that jutted out of the coast of Yemen like
the head of a golf club. The city was on the shaft of the club, which is where the
desalinization plant was located, just southwest of the airport. Khalid lived on the
top edge of the face of the club and should have followed us up the coast road
before turning off to the plant.
 Instead he turned south, heading into the heart of the peninsula, through a
desolate area of desert. The only thing at the south end of the peninsula was an
industrial zone and a bunch of shantytowns.
 In the car with Retro and Jesse, I called the other part of the team. “Kranz, you
got eyes on? You see that? We’ll get the golden egg off tonight’s data. He’s going to
meet someone.”
 “Yeah, I’m on it. Right behind him.”
 What?
 “What do you mean you’re behind him? Let him go. I say again, let him go. We’ll
get the data and analyze it later.”
 “He’s got a laptop with him, and he’s on a road in the middle of nowhere. This is
our chance.”
 I couldn’t believe what I was hearing. I said to Retro, “Turn this thing around.
Catch up to them.”
 I keyed my radio again. “Kranz, back off.”
 He didn’t reply. I looked at the map and saw he was right: the road Khalid was
on was a deserted strip through the desert, not that it mattered one iota. Maybe
later, if we got Omega for a takedown, but not now.
 “Reaper, Reaper, what’s your status?”
 “Was headed back, but I’m on him now. I can see taillights about two miles up.”
 “Kranz, you’d better answer me or I’m going to fucking crush you.”
 He came back on. “Pike, he’s running. He knows I’m on him.”
 Jesus Christ.
 “Back off, damn it. Let him go.”
 “That’s not how it works. We’re compromised, and he’s got the data with him.
I’m going to get it before he burns the information.”
 I started pounding the dash, infuriated that I’d let Kurt talk me into taking this
walking disaster.
 We were now on the desolate road, and I could see the lights in the distance, off
through the desert. Two up tight and one farther back.
 “Kranz, you’re right on his ass. He probably thinks you’re some sort of militia.
He has no idea who you are. Back off!”
 Instead I saw his headlights close onto Khalid’s bumper—then I saw the
headlights of Khalid’s vehicle spin off the road.
 I pulled out my NODs and fumbled for my Glock underneath the seat, saying,
“Gas it. Get there—now!”
 We closed within a hundred meters, moving over eighty miles an hour, and I
saw Reaper’s vehicle slide to a stop, broadside in the road.
 Retro hit the brakes and I bailed out the passenger door, Jesse right behind me.
I saw Kranz running to the vehicle, then heard the pop-pop-pop of rounds. In stark



relief, illuminated in the eerie green of my night vision, I saw Khalid desperately
shooting toward the sound of Kranz.
 He dropped to the ground and rolled away. I heard another crack and saw
Khalid snap sideways, then crumple back into the car. Reaper closed the distance
with his Glock at the ready.
 On the run, I shouted, “Kranz, you okay?”
 He rose and moved unsteadily to the car. He reached in back and pulled out the
laptop. I ignored him and went to Reaper, now attempting to staunch the life
flowing out of Khalid through the wound Kranz had created. But it was worthless.
Khalid’s head was split at the top, with about a golf-ball-sized chunk missing,
brain tissue oozing onto the front seat of the car. I thought about his wife whom
I’d just left.
 Kranz said, “Got the laptop. We need to get the hell out of here.”
 I felt a rage unlike anything I had ever experienced. I slowly turned toward him,
trying to regain control. Trying to maintain the mantle of leadership entrusted to
me.
 Reaper said, “You stupid bastard. You just destroyed whatever is on that
laptop.”
 Kranz said, “Bullshit. It’ll be a month before this makes it through the AQ
system. You military guys never want to think outside the box. We had a perfect
opportunity, and I took it. Besides, I’m not the one that killed him.”
 Reaper swung a hard right cross with his entire body behind it, his oversized
fist connecting right above Kranz’s left eye. The impact sounded like a baseball bat
hitting a rack of ribs. Kranz’s head popped back, and he dropped to the ground
like a puppet with the strings cut.
 Nobody moved for a moment; then Jesse knelt next to Kranz, putting a white
light on him. He said, “Jesus, you hit him so hard I can see your knuckles on his
skull.”
 I said, “Is he dead?”
 “No. He’s breathing. But I guarantee he’s got a concussion.”
 I looked at Reaper, who was now staring at the ground, knowing he’d be court-
martialed for attacking his second-in-command. The rest of the team was a little
shell-shocked at the whole event. I felt a crushing disappointment, because I was
the team leader and this was about as worse a mission as I could devise. Our first
operation.
 “Bull, Retro, clean up the mess. Drive the vehicle as deep as you can get it into
the desert. Jesse, load up Kranz in your car. We show up to work tomorrow like
nothing happened. Let them sort it out. We get this hard drive to the Taskforce
and stay and finish the contract.”
 I waited until they were in motion, then looked at Reaper, patiently ready to
hear the worst. I said, “What the hell am I going to do with you?”
 He said, “Sorry. I… just lost it. I didn’t mean to hit Kranz so hard.”
 I kicked the dirt, considering my options, which I knew should be charging him
with assaulting a superior officer. But I really didn’t want to do that, since Kranz
deserved everything he got.
 Reaper said, “Look, I’ll make this easy. I shouldn’t have exploded like that, and I
know that’s not what this unit is about. I understand the risks of my behavior. I’ll



fly home tomorrow and turn in my kit. The plant doesn’t know I’m on the contract,
and there’s no way both of us can remain on this team.”
 The statement made my decision harder, not easier. He was proving to be
everything we needed. Then his last sentence hit home.
 He’s right. No way can both of them stay after this. Perfect.
 I said, “You still want a job?”
 His eyes held hope. “Yeah, of course. The mission is why I joined. I’ll do
whatever shit job you want to give me.”
 “You’re the new two IC. Kranz is fired. He’ll be lucky if I even get him evac’d.”
 He looked at me in surprise, then stuttered something, unable to stitch together
a coherent sentence.
 I smiled. “There still has to be some punishment, though. Forget about Reaper.
Your callsign is now Knuckles.”


